
Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CE_Susman says:
:: on the Hayden's Bridge ::

Ops_Gregg says:
::on bridge @ station::

MO_Cole says:
::in sickbay in a coma::

CTOValrek says:
::running to the TL to return to the bridge::

TAC_Derek says:
::On a med-bed pondering if he needs to wake up::

CSO_Gol says:
::on Deck 7, Science lab 2::

MO_Cole says:
::the Hayden's medical equipment is trying to wake me up::

CTOValrek says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge

EO_Linard says:
::begins to stir from unconsciousness in grassy field

CTOValrek says:
::exits TL and enters the bridge::

SO_Triton says:
::napping gently beside Kathleen::

TAC_Derek says:
::The hardens medical equipment trying to keep me asleep because I blew some of there friends up::

CE_Susman says:
Gregg: Any better with the crew? Where is Mathews?

CTOValrek says:
Susman: who are we doing ?

Host Susej says:
Action: Susej suddenly appears next to Cole

Ops_Gregg says:
Susman: seems most of the crew are reporting in, no word from the ACO

CE_Susman says:
Gregg: Are all back?

MO_Cole says:
::cole's medical readings take a little dance break::

Host FCmathews says:
::in big chair::

Ops_Gregg says:
Susman: they are slowly

EO_Linard says:
::feels a little woozy...looks around:: to herself: What happened?

Host Susej says:
::slowly shakes his head and lays his fingers lightly on Cole's forehead

SO_Triton says:
::smiles at dreams::

Host Susej says:
Action: Cole is "healed"

MO_Cole says:
::eye's flutter open::

EO_Linard says:
::sees Triton next to her sleeping soundly..smiles to herself::

CTOValrek says:
::goes to Tac Station and checks systems::

MO_Cole says:
Self:  Oooooooooohhhhhhhhh

CE_Susman says:
Valrek: any better with Cole?

TAC_Derek says:
::Ponders if he has been doing bad and if he has what can he do to fix it::

Host Susej says:
Cole: you will be fine now....

CTOValrek says:
::looks at Susman....wondering what is left to do before we can leave this planet::

MO_Cole says:
Susej:  Thank you,  I think.

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman* Are any systems offline that can be fixed outside of a starbase?

CTOValrek says:
Susman: I put him on a biobed ...he is stable

CNS_Kent says:
::in quarters getting special project ready::

EO_Linard says:
::gets up slowly....feeling psychic energy all around::

CE_Susman says:
*Gol*: No, Gol. All the remaining offline systems must be repaired under spacedock layover

MO_Cole says:
::looks over see's Derek lying on a biobed, tries to get off of the bed::

Host Susej says:
Cole; you are welcome, tell me please, why do you people have such a hard time enjoying this place?

CSO_Gol says:
*Susman* Acknowledged, thanks.

CTOValrek says:
::all diagnostics are completed for Tactical.... all systems normal::

CE_Susman says:
Gregg: Tell all the engineers to speed up. I want them here now.

Ops_Gregg says:
::nods @ Susman::

TAC_Derek says:
::Starts to dream of Tenubula before the attack with his father::

CNS_Kent says:
::program ready, leaves quarters, heads to TL::

MO_Cole says:
Susej:  I can only speak for myself,  the loss of control over my own thoughts, watching the crew being controlled by an outside force..... I must do what I can to ensure the safety of this crew.

Ops_Gregg says:
Matthews: all crew accounted for sir..everyone is aboard

CTOValrek says:
::starts getting reports from returning security details..... all duty shift positions are filling up as required::

CIVHebert says:
:: Wakes up from long nap and walks in the ship's direction ::

CE_Susman says:
:: moves to the Engineering I panel to check all systems functionality ::

Host Susej says:
Cole: they were never controlled, only made to feel welcome....

Host FCmathews says:
OPS: Good
SO_Triton says:
::stirs, wakes up slowly to see Kathleen:: Linard: Hello...

CNS_Kent says:
TL: deck 3

Host Susej says:
::waves a hand at Derek and "calms" him

CTOValrek says:
::makes note of who has returned for duty::

MO_Cole says:
Susej:  For myself being made to feel something is the same as controlling a person.

CSO_Gol says:
::starts working on developing a new sensor system::

TAC_Derek says:
::Listens to Coles and that horrible whatever's talk::

EO_Linard says:
Triton: Hi....sleep well?...you look like you were having a good dream

MO_Cole says:
::walks over to Derek, runs a tricorder over him::

CTOValrek says:
Susman: I didn't find that probe anywhere in my scans...any luck ?

CIVHebert says:
:: Sees the ship in the distance and heads for it ::

CNS_Kent says:
::exits lift on deck 3 walks to the nearest computer console::

Host Susej says:
Cole: made to feel....people spend their whole lives seeking serenity.....you have had it handed to you

MO_Cole says:
::administers a mild tranquilizer::  Derek:  Shhhh,  lie still everything will be fine.

TAC_Derek says:
::Can't move he is in a comma::

CE_Susman says:
Valrek: All is working ok. I hope we can go out of here

SO_Triton says:
Linard: Hmm yeah I was dreaming about our swim ::looks in left hand:: here this is for you ::gives Kathleen sparkling rock::

CSO_Gol says:
*Zaldivar* Zaldivar, are you on the bridge?
Host FCmathews says:
OPS: Activate blue alert

MO_Cole says:
Susej:  It is in the seeking that we learn, that we evolve.  A gift of control is no gift,  We must find our own path.

CNS_Kent says:
::downloads program and sets timer::

EO_Linard says:
::sees rock:: Triton: Oh yes....::smiles:: I remember this..it was right before I blacked out.....Thank you

Ops_Gregg Matthews: aye sir..::pushes a few buttons (Blue Alert.wav)

Host Susej says:
Cole: that is a surprisingly intelligent statement....

CTOValrek says:
::checks computer database for the missing probe

CIVHebert says:
:: Runs toward the ship ::

MO_Cole says:
:: runs some scans over Derek ::

Host FCmathews says:
OPS: Patch a message to all combadges and alert them of our status

MO_Cole says:
Susej:  Its a part of our nature.

SO_Triton says:
*Gol*: no Sir I'm outside enjoying the view ::gazing at Kathleen::

Host Susej says:
Cole: your species will go far....::disappears::

Ops_Gregg says:
::nods:: ::opens a channel:: *ALL*: please report back to the ship ASAP

TAC_Derek says:
::Feels same way::

EO_Linard says:
:;blushes::

Host FCmathews says:
::moves over to con::

CIVHebert says:
:: Boards ship and enters the lower deck panting ::

MO_Cole says:
::watches Susej disappear,  administers 20cc Triocoline to wake Derek up::

TAC_Derek says:
::Feels like he is being stuck::

CSO_Gol says:
*FCO* Do you currently need a science officer on the bridge?

Host Susej says:
Action: although all people still feel Welcome, a sense that it is time to leave is felt by all

CTOValrek  (Alert.wav)

Ops_Gregg says:
*ALL*: I repeat, please report back to the Hayden ASAP

CNS_Kent says:
::remembers something: *Gol* Kent to Gol, you wanted to speak with me sir?

EO_Linard says:
*Linard to Hayden*....are we getting ready to leave?

MO_Cole says:
*KENT*  Cole to Kent:  Counselor,  I need your assistance in sickbay please.

TAC_Derek says:
::Flies about 2 feet off the bed from the drugs and alert::

Host FCmathews says:
*Gol* Not right now

MO_Cole says:
Derek:  Shhhh, lie still.

Ops_Gregg says:
*EO*: yes ensign, please report back to the ship ASAP

SO_Triton says:
Linard: do you think we should return?

CE_Susman :: Moves to Engineering :: (turbolift.wav)

CNS_Kent says:
*Cole* Acknowledged, I'm on my way.

CIVHebert :: Heads to Sick-Bay to see the MO ::

CSO_Gol says:
*FCO* Acknowledged.

EO_Linard says:
::doesn't want to leave::...Triton: I think so.......
MO_Cole says:
:: comes up to Derek::  Shhh, lie down please, everything is under control.

Host FCmathews says:
*CE* System status?

CNS_Kent says:
::walks to the TL, enters:: TL: sickbay

CE_Susman says:
:: No one is in Engineering. Feels a welcoming feeling :: No... Not again...

TAC_Derek says:
::Stutters::Cole

CSO_Gol says:
*CNS* Yes, when you get a chance.  Just let me know.

CE_Susman says:
*FCO*: All ok

CNS_Kent says:
::exits TL, walks to sickbay:: *Gol* Yes sir.

SO_Triton says:
::stands and extends hand to Linard::Linard: well if duty calls...

TAC_Derek says:
::Still in slurred speech::Cole: What the heck is going on::Feels awful::

CIVHebert says:
:: Walks into Sick-bay and says :: COLE:  Hey Doc, You around?

CNS_Kent says:
::enters sickbay:: Cole:  Yes Doctor?

MO_Cole says:
Derek:  Its all right, :: runs tricorder over Derek::, calm down, the tranquilizer I have just given you should kick in any second.

MO_Cole says:
Kent::  Help me with Derek.

EO_Linard says:
::takes hand and smiles warmly heading back to ship with Triton::

MO_Cole says:
Hebert:  One second.

MO_Cole says:
Derek:  Just lie still.

CNS_Kent says:
::walks over:: Cole: what happened?

TAC_Derek says:
Cole: tranquilizer???I might as well be back in a comma state

CIVHebert says:
Cole: Ok.  :: Walks over to a bio-bed and takes a seat.

MO_Cole says:
Kent:  He's suffered a massive emotional shock,  he's agitated, I’ve had to drug him to keep him from hurting himself.  He was severely....affected by the alien.

CSO_Gol says:
::testing new sensors on a probe, hopefully will get to use sometime soon::

CE_Susman says:
:: waits for the Engineering crew :: *FCO*: My crew isn't here yet

Host FCmathews says:
::begins departure sequence::

SO_Triton says:
::approaches Hayden:: Kathleen: Kathleen maybe we could do something after this mission...

TAC_Derek says:
::Stifles a laugh::Cole: Emotional I have none

MO_Cole says:
Derek:  Kent will help you, remain calm.

CTOValrek says:
::does scans on personal who have not yet returned::

EO_Linard says:
::smiles:: Triton: I'd like that....I have a nice holo suite program for Risa if you'd like to try it

TAC_Derek says:
Cole: Calm????You drugged me of course I will be calm

MO_Cole says:
Kent:  I have to see what Hebert wanted,  call me if you need me.

CNS_Kent says:
::nods, thinks it's probably not just the alien:: Cole: Thank you,..  Derek:  I'll be alright.  Just lie back and relax, rest.

CNS_Kent says:
Cole:  I will.

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:I hate resting I have a job to do

Host Susej says:
Action: takeoff controls are now functional

MO_Cole says:
:: turns away from Derek, walks across to where Hebert is sitting::

MO_Cole says:
Hebert:  How can I help you Michael?

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  You're off duty now, you can rest.

CE_Susman says:
*Linard*: Where are you? Run, please!

Host FCmathews says:
::lift off::

CIVHebert says:
Cole: It's nothing, I just pulled a serious muscle when I slipped over some rocks.  I fell hard onto my shoulder. ::

EO_Linard says:
::climbs through hatch into Hayden::

SO_Triton says:
::Boarding Hayden:: Kathleen: I’d like that but I have to get to the bridge...

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:And I wasn’t while I was in that comma?

TAC_Derek says:
::Smiles::

Host Susej says:
::appears sitting on a mountain top contemplating the Hayden::

EO_Linard says:
Triton: Yes I have to get to engineering....

CIVHebert says:
:: Holds right shoulder in pain ::

MO_Cole says:
::runs tricorder over Michael::  Hebert,  Yes you have pulled it, its only slightly inflamed,  Hold on one moment.

Host FCmathews says:
::retracts hover pads::

MO_Cole says:
:: walks across room to med. supplies, picks up muscle relaxant and minor painkiller::

Host FCmathews says:
::maneuver to upper atmosphere::

CIVHebert says:
:: wipes some dry blood off his elbow ::

MO_Cole says:
:: administers  10cc Toradol to Hebert,  begins running relaxant over torn shoulder muscles::

Host Susej says:
Action: Once the Hayden clears the atmosphere it is suddenly thrown many light-years through space and is currently approximately 5 minutes from Starbase 118

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  I wouldn't think so.  You need to think about what has happened recently.

SO_Triton says:
::enters TL asks for bridge::

Host FCmathews says:
::checks readings::

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:That I have gone insane is that what your saying?

MO_Cole says:
::stumbles, but miraculously manages to keep hand steady::

EO_Linard says:
::enters engineering and feels urge to check sensors::

Ops_Gregg says:
::confused:: Matthews: don't know what happened but SB 118 is in sensor range

Host Susej says:
Action: All records indicate that the last contact with the Hayden by Starfleet was the repairs after rescuing the prisoners. The chronometers indicate only enough time has passed for the Hayden to travel from that contact. No records of any orders to investigate the disappearance of a probe exist either in Starfleets records or the Hardens.

TAC_Derek says:
::If he could move he would curl up in a ball::

CTOValrek says:
::checks Tac Systems::

Host FCmathews says:
::looks back:: OPS: Explain

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  No you are not insane, I think you've been pushing yourself too hard.

CE_Susman says:
:: reads reading on the WPS and IPS :: *FCO*: What the .... Did you read what I read?

CSO_Gol says:
::feels a sudden jolt, checks scans and sees we are several light-years from Sisineg II::

Host Susej says:
Action: The single remaining piece of evidence that the whole episode ever happened at all is the rock still in Mr. Hebert's possession. Only the crew's memory of it remains. If they attempt to discuss it with any one who was not there the words simply will not come from their mouth or mind.

CTOValrek says:
::looks relieved and confused::

SO_Triton says:
::exits TL onto Bridge moves to Sci Station 2:: CSO: Orders Sir?

Host FCmathews says:
OPS: Request clearance to dock from SB118

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:That was a lie. I Haven’t been doing jack

MO_Cole says:
Michael:  wonder what that was.... in any case I’ve repaired the damage and given you a painkiller,  you should be fine now.  Let me know if there is any further discomfort.

CTOValrek says:
::drops shields for docking::

EO_Linard says:
Susman: Sir is this correct?....We're now near SB 118

Ops_Gregg says:
Matthews: aye sir..:<COMM> SB 118 this is the Hayden, request clearance for docking

TAC_Derek says:
::Feels a weird sense on mind::Kent:Uh-oh it is happening again

CE_Susman says:
Linard: Don't ask me.... I hate Qs

Host SB_Cmnd says:
<COMM> Hayden welcome....we have been expecting you......

CIVHebert says:
Cole:  Thx, Doc.  Remind me to stay from hills with steep sides please!   :: laughs ::

EO_Linard says:
::giggles to self::.....Aye Sir

CNS_Kent says:
Derek: Is what happening again?

TAC_Derek says:
::Nothing happens::Kent:Er maybe not

MO_Cole says:
Michael:  No problem, you seem to be somewhat accident prone,  stay away from anything sharp or pointed for a while ok?

Host FCmathews says:
::maneuver into dock::

CNS_Kent says:
::smiles:: Derek:  Do you remember our last session?
CIVHebert says:
:: Nods to the doc. :: Cole: Sure will... stay away from phasers too.

CE_Susman says:
Linard: Well, your shore leave will start here, Ensign

MO_Cole says:
Michael:  Good idea!

SO_Triton says:
::begins a scan of Hayden for mineral traces on the docking mechanisms::

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  Have you accepted what has happened?

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Ya hated each second just like now feel stupid and don't reply to that please

EO_Linard says:
::smiles:: Susman: how long do I get sir?

CTOValrek says:
::powers down all Tactical Systems and informs the security teams to change schedules as spelled out before::

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Well if I ever see that place agin I will go insane

CNS_Kent says:
::nods::

Host FCmathews says:
OPS: open a ship wide COMM

CIVHebert says:
:: Stands up and heads toward the door ::  Thanks again, Jeff.

CE_Susman says:
Linard: 4 days is ok?.. don’t count with more.. I also need to rest :: grins ::

Ops_Gregg says:
FCO: aye sir..::opens ship wide channel:: go ahead sir

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  You'll be fine, just get some sleep.

MO_Cole says:
::walks into CMO office to enter notes of this into log::

Host SB_Cmnd says:
<COMM> FCO I hope your  trip in was uneventful

EO_Linard says:
::nods:: Susman:; Aye sir....I do feel rested however....If you'd like to go before me.....

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Only now I think I have changed in some ways I think I have changed I feel lot less jerk and more prone to duty::Tries to put hand to chin but can't move::

Host FCmathews says:
Hayden: I am granting shore leave to all except the CEO and any staff he requires to repair the ship

CTOValrek says:
:: thinks "poor Susman"::

SO_Triton says:
FCO/ACO: Sir sensor scans show no sign of planetary minerals on the Hayden, as far as I could prove we've been in space for a long time.

CE_Susman says:
Linard: as you heard.. I can't do it....4 days only to you first and 4 days for me later. Is a deal?

MO_Cole says:
::begins looking at computer oddly, noticing the seeming in-existence of his logs, sighs at Susej's thoroughness::

Host FCmathews says:
SO: Ok, report any findings to the SB commander

EO_Linard says:
::smiles and nods:: Susman: Aye Sir......

CNS_Kent says:
::hears the message::  Derek:  Looks like you will have time to think through what has happened.

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:How so? I don't plan on lying here

Host SB_Cmnd says:
<COMM> FCO: report to the Station Cmdr. at your earliest convenience

TAC_Derek says:
Or going on more shore leave::

Host FCmathews says:
*Dario* Sorry about that, not much I can do

SO_Triton says:
::files flight plan and sensor log with SB.  Does not comment on the Sesineg system::

CTOValrek says:
FCO: Permission to leave the bridge, sir

MO_Cole says:
::walks out of office and towards Kent and Derek::

Host FCmathews says:
CTO: Granted

Host FCmathews says:
::enters TL::

CTOValrek says:
FCO:Thank you sir

TAC_Derek says:
MO:Permission to do my job sir?

CE_Susman says:
*Mathews*: No problem, Mathews. I already knew that

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  You don't have to stay here.  I recommend you go back to work.  But don't push yourself.

CTOValrek says:
::leaves the bridge via the TL::

Host FCmathews says:
::Heads to SB::

TAC_Derek says:
::Has every intention to push self::

CNS_Kent says:
Derek: No double shifts or extra duty.

MO_Cole says:
Derek:  That’s at the Counselors discression, i’ve released you from my care.

Ops_Gregg says:
::shakes head:: ::closes all channels::

Host FCmathews says:
::thinks what Derek would say:: *Derek* I order you to get some rest ensign

CTOValrek says:
::walks into his quarters and changes into a more casual clothing::

MO_Cole says:
Kent:  Im going to go on base,  If you need me my combadge is on and im always on duty.

TAC_Derek says:
*Mathews*:Man I need to leave people know me to well

CNS_Kent says:
Cole: Thank you Dr. Enjoy your leave

MO_Cole says:
Kent:  Thank you counselor.

CE_Susman says:
*Mathews* I'll go to meet the ENG Team on Starbase Engineering. Linard: Enjoy your shore leave. Dismissed

MO_Cole says:
::walks out of sickbay and into a TL::  TL:  Transporter room 1.

CNS_Kent says:
Derek: follow orders.

Host FCmathews says:
::enters SB and heads to commanders office::

CIVHebert says:
:: goes to quarters and gets some better clothes.  Takes a shower, and heads over to SB ::

EO_Linard says:
Susman: Aye Sir....::heads out of engineering to turbolift::

Host FCmathews  (Doorbell.wav)

TAC_Derek says:
::Heads to his room and jumps on bed taking out a small deice that looks like a log recording device::

CE_Susman says:
:: doesn't receive any answer from Mathews ::

Host SB_Cmnd says:
Enter

CTOValrek says:
::leaves quarters to enter the SB::

Host FCmathews says:
::enters office::

Host FCmathews says:
Cmdr: Sir

SO_Triton says:
::decides to sit in Captains chair and daydream a little::

Host SB_Cmnd says:
::at desk reading reports::

MO_Cole says:
::enters Starbase and begins wandering around the promenade::

Host FCmathews says:
::shivers::

TAC_Derek says:
::Opens it to revel a replica of TAC station and hacks on in and does back duty's::

Ops_Gregg says:
::stands and looks at the comfy chair:: ::thinks, wonder what that feels like? hmmm::

Host SB_Cmnd says:
::Looks up: Mathews: good job rescuing those prisoners, anything else to report?

CNS_Kent says:
::a light begins to blink at the Ops console::

TAC_Derek says:
::Laughs::Mathews said get rest so I will rest and work

EO_Linard says:
TL: Deck 6

CE_Susman *Mathews*: I'll go to meet the Starbase Engineers. Who's on the bridge? (commbadge.wav)

CTOValrek says:
::looks for a good place to eat....sees a cafe/bistro::

Host FCmathews says:
Cmdr: The SO will advise

Ops_Gregg says:
::turns and sees a light blinking:: ::sits:; ::opens channel:: yes?

CTOValrek says:
::walks in and takes a table::

Host FCmathews says:
Cmdr: An encounter with a strange race

CIVHebert says:
:: Looks around the SB as I get off the Transport craft ::  :: Heads for the nearest restaurant ::

SO_Triton says:
*Linard*: Ensign please report to bridge for debriefing...

Host SB_Cmnd says:
Mathews: I would like your report....NOW

MO_Cole says:
::sees a Bar, more of a pub actually walks in and sits at the bar::

CE_Susman says:
*Gregg*: Susman to Bridge: Who's in command?

Host FCmathews says:
Cmdr: All evidence is missing, I told the SO to report any findings as he finds them

CNS_Kent says:
::message lights up the main screen with fireworks... "We know you know , Jim...  Now get back to work"::

TAC_Derek says:
::Gets up with device and heads out to station::

CSO_Gol says:
::heads to turbolift:: TL: Computer, Deck 8.

Ops_Gregg says:
*Susman* I am sir

EO_Linard says:
<Computer> make that the bridge...Triton: Aye Sir

Host SB_Cmnd says:
Mathews: evidence of what?

CNS_Kent says:
::exits sickbay heads to quarters::

EO_Linard says:
::Enters Bridge::

Ops_Gregg says:
::sees the message:: ::laughs to himself:: ::thinks, hmm I know who did this::

MO_Cole says:
Bartender:  Scotch double shot, and none of that synthetic stuff.

CE_Susman says:
*Gregg*: Darn.. I'll go there. :: heads rapidly to the Bridge ::

TAC_Derek says:
::Peers around corner::Self: Good no one in site and walks out::

CNS_Kent says:
::enters TL:: TL: crew quarters.

CE_Susman (turbolift.wav)

SO_Triton says:
::stands::Kathleen: hi...

Host SB_Cmnd says:
Mathews: again....evidence of what?

CNS_Kent says:
::exits TL, walks to quarters, enters::

Host FCmathews says:
Cmdr: Crew members have been getting strange sensations, probably lack of rest, nothing to worry about sir

CTOValrek says:
::orders some pasta with a salad and an ale from a passing waiter::

EO_Linard says:
Triton: Hi...you wanted to see me?

CSO_Gol says:
::exits TL and heads toward Holodeck 2::

MO_Cole says:
::takes a long sip of scotch and begins to glance over the pubs food menu,  thinks:  Mmmmnn Nacho's just what I need!::

CE_Susman says:
:: reaches the bridge and sees only Gregg :: *ENG. Team B*: Remain in Engineering to accomplish the repairs.

TAC_Derek says:
::Anywhere and everywhere working::

TAC_Derek says:
::Er Goes anywhere and everywhere working::

CIVHebert says:
:: Sits at table ::  <Waiter>: Can I help you sir?

Ops_Gregg says:
::stands:: Dario: good to see you

Host SB_Cmnd says:
::looks at Mathews oddly:: alright...I expect full reports...dismissed

MO_Cole says:
::orders dinner and begins sitting in the back of a pub getting slowly but steadily DRUNK::

CTOValrek says:
::receives his ale and waits for his food::

Host FCmathews says:
::turns and leaves::

CNS_Kent says:
::gathers a few items, thinks a good time to look around, leaves for the SB::

CIVHebert says:
Waiter: Yes would you please bring me a black hole and some pretzels?

CSO_Gol says:
@Computer: Load holodeck program Gol-Theta-2.

TAC_Derek says:
::See's Cole and heads towards him::

Host FCmathews says:
::walks out and wipes sweat from head::

CSO_Gol says:
@Computer: Run program

TAC_Derek says:
Cole:Your a doctor and your drinking oh the horror

CTOValrek says:
::a young woman enters and asks to sit with him::

CE_Susman says:
@Gregg: You too, Jim :: Sees Linard and Zaldivar :: Linard/Zaldivar: What are you doing here?

SO_Triton says:
@Linard: um yes you mentioned a program you were working on? ::whispers:: sorry had to make this look official for Gregg

Host SB_Cmnd says:
::sends a report to SF stateing that the Hayden had been in space WAY too long::

CSO_Gol says:
@::enters holodeck and picks up a Bat’lith, begins fighting Klingon warriors::

TAC_Derek says:
::Orders a blend of water with more water and continues working::

CTOValrek says:
::as she sits, his salad arrives:: <woman>: I hope you don't mind me eating now.

CIVHebert says:
<Waiter> :: brings food and hands Hebert the bowl of pretzels ::

CE_Susman says:
Gregg: Seems I must take command here, eh?

CTOValrek says:
::she shakes her head as she orders a drink from the waiter::

CNS_Kent says:
::on SB, looking around::

Ops_Gregg says:
Dario: by Starfleet regulation yes sir

EO_Linard says:
@Triton: Yes, I have it available through the holodeck....do you need to see it?

Host FCmathews says:
::heads to nearest replicator and orders a rum::

Host Bartender says:
::thinks this officer need more then water and spikes the glass::

CE_Susman says:
@Computer: Open a COMM channel with Starbase Engineers. Gregg: You are dismissed. Enjoy your stay on the starbase

Host Bartender says:
::hands water to Derek::

Host FCmathews  (Replicator.wav)

MO_Cole says:
Derek:  Im off duty, and fully entitled to do what I wish.  Do you think you are the only one who had problems with the alien?
CIVHebert says:
:: eats pretzels and takes a sip of drink ::

TAC_Derek says:
BT:Thanks

SO_Triton says:
@CEO: we are pooling our resources...is that a problem?

Ops_Gregg says:
@Dario: thank you sir..::stands and enters TL::

TAC_Derek says:
::Drinks water in a gulp::Cole:No

CTOValrek says:
::makes small talk with the woman while he eats::

TAC_Derek says:
Cole:But drinking worsens it

Ops_Gregg says:
@TL: TR1

MO_Cole says:
Derek:  Sit down and relax.

CTOValrek says:
::finishes his salad and looks for the waiter.....and his pasta::

CNS_Kent says:
::sees a nice bistro, enters, walks to the bar::

CE_Susman says:
@Triton: Pooling? ok

SO_Triton says:
@Linard: yes I would love to see you program...

Ops_Gregg says:
@::exits TL::

TAC_Derek says:
Cole:Thanks::Sits and gets back to work::

Host FCmathews says:
::heads to bar::

Host Bartender says:
::gives Kent the eye:: Kent: whatelya have?

CNS_Kent says:
Bartender: white wine, please.

CSO_Gol says:
@::decides this is too easy::   Computer: Increase difficulty to level 7.
CTOValrek says:
::sees waiter and motions to him...waiter sees him and remembers the food::

TAC_Derek says:
::Looks at Kent then his triple shift work device::

EO_Linard says:
:;sifles a small snicker unbeknownst to Susman::..Triton: Alright, shall we meet there in a half an hour?

MO_Cole says:
:: begins eating his first real meal in two days::

Host Bartender says:
::pours wine:: I could have guessed that....a lady with class...::winks::

Host FCmathews ::enters bar:: (Barney Simon.wav)

CTOValrek says:
::waiter brings the pasta and another ale...on the house::

CE_Susman says:
@<Computer> Channel with Starbase Engineering is open. Lieutenant Johnson responding. Computer: on screen

SO_Triton says:
@Linard: sure, but how about dinner first?

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Um hello ma'am I am not pulling triple shifts this is a er TAC station

TAC_Derek says:
BT:Heavy heavy drink please

CTOValrek says:
::talks more with the woman and finds out that they have similar interests::

Ops_Gregg says:
@::reenters TL:: TL: Deck 8

EO_Linard says:
::smiles::@Triton: sounds good...

TAC_Derek says:
BT:Make the heavier

CNS_Kent says:
::sees the bartender's wink, smiles:: Derek: what?

Host Bartender says:
::chuckles at Derek and hands him another glass of "Water"::

MO_Cole says:
::watches the encounter with Kent and Derek impassively, walks over to bar::

Host FCmathews says:
::sits at bar::

Ops_Gregg says:
@::Exits TL:: ::Enters Holodeck 2::

TAC_Derek says:
::Gulps water::

SO_Triton says:
@Kathleen: lets meet on the promenade in half an hour then...

CE_Susman says:
@<*Johnson*> Hi Susman, what can I do for you? *Johnson* We are ready to begin the repairs on the ship, sir

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Oh good you don't see it

CTOValrek says:
::finishes his food and pushes the plate aside::

CIVHebert says:
:: Finishes drink and heads to the nearest COMM port ::

MO_Cole says:
Bartender:  One more scotch please!

CSO_Gol says:
@Gregg: Hello, up to a little sparring?

CNS_Kent says:
Derek:  have you been drinking?

CTOValrek says:
::continues talking with the woman::

EO_Linard says:
::nods::@Triton: a half an hour it is......

Host Bartender says:
Kent: this guy wont be here long::snickers:; whadya say we get together while your here?

TAC_Derek says:
Kent:Oh I admit it I have been pulling triple shifts

Host Bartender says:
::pours scotch for Cole::

CSO_Gol says:
::defends against three Klingon assailants::

CE_Susman says:
@<*Johnson*> Acknowledged. I'm sending a team immediately

Host FCmathews says:
::notices Anna::

Ops_Gregg says:
@::a little surprised:: Gol err sorry sir thought this holodeck was empty..I will leave

TAC_Derek says:
CANDE drank all right drank water

Host FCmathews says:
::moves over to Kent::

CE_Susman says:
@*Johnson*: Understood. Susman out. :: The channel is closed ::

MO_Cole says:
Bartender: Thanks.  ::  walks into a corner away from all the Hayden hubbub to finish meal and drinks::

Ops_Gregg says:
@::Exits Holodeck 2 and Enters Holodeck 1::

EO_Linard says:
::smiles at Triton and heads for turbolift::

SO_Triton says:
@Susman: have fun Dario, ::enters TL:: TL:: my quarters please.

CNS_Kent says:
::sees Mathews out of the corner of her eye::  Bartender:  Thanks, but I think I have other plans  ::smiles::

Host Bartender says:
Mathews: watch it bub...she’s with me now

CSO_Gol says:
@Gregg: No problem, you can stay if you want to fight with me....or against me.

TAC_Derek says:
::Pulls phaser::BT:Back off

CE_Susman says:
@Triton: Thanks :: laughs ::

Host FCmathews says:
::greets Anna:: Bartender: What?

CE_Susman says:
*ENG. Team B* Meeting in the Observation Lounge in 15 minutes

EO_Linard says:
TL: Deck 6
CNS_Kent says:
Mathews:  Austin... ::looks at the Bartender, shocked::

Host Bartender says:
Action: Sec locks up Derek

Host FCmathews says:
Bartender: Did you just call me bub?

Host Bartender says:
Mathews: you heard me bub so back off

Host FCmathews says:
::turns head:: Did he just call me bub?

CTOValrek says:
::gets up from the table with the woman and leaves money on the table for his dinner::

TAC_Derek says:
Sec:Ya run ::Goes back to work::

CIVHebert says:
:: Walks past bar and sees Matthews talking loudly to a guy in white ::

CTOValrek says:
::walks out of the bar with the woman::

Host FCmathews says:
::looks at Mike::

CNS_Kent says:
Mathews: ::stutters:: um, yes, maybe we should leave.

CE_Susman says:
Computer: Tell the Spacedock team assigned to the Hayden to go to the Obs. Lounge

MO_Cole says:
::mumbles to self:: Great, here we go again.

TAC_Derek says:
::Hates jail::Self: How does Station do this each day?

CIVHebert says:
:: Stops bye and nods to everyone ::  Hi everyone, how is shore leave going?

Host Bartender says:
<SEC> Hayden you have an officer in no shape to work or be on Dock, please transport him to the ships brig

Host FCmathews says:
Anna: Yes, that would be a good idea::

CTOValrek says:
::sees some of Alpha Team walking his way:: <alpha team> CTO: Sir, we have a security problem.

CE_Susman says:
:: moves to the Engineering panel to shutdown Weapon Systems EPS trunk #2 and #3 ::

TAC_Derek says:
SEC:Thanks loads just what I need.You jerks

SO_Triton says:
::enters quarters. takes quick sonic shower changes into dress uniform:: @*Linard*: Kathleen would you mind having a formal dinner?

CE_Susman says:
@*SEC* Hayden here. Who's that, sir?

MO_Cole says:
::begins walking towards the hubbub::

Host Bartender says:
::jumps over bar and grabs Mathews shoulder: you hard of hearing Bub?

CTOValrek says:
::looks upset:: <Alpha Team> : What is it?

CTOValrek says:
<alpha team>: We tracked down a hacker, and appears to be Ens. Kurthem, sir.

CTOValrek says:
::sighs::

TAC_Derek says:
Self:I hate my life

Host FCmathews says:
::ignores Bartender::

CNS_Kent says:
::steps away from the bar:: ::sees the bartender, shakes head::  Austin: let's go.

TAC_Derek says:
::Smash's device::

MO_Cole says:
Sec/Bartender:  What seems to be the problem here?  Bartender:  Talking to an Admiral that way will get you arrested.  :: Guides Kent and Mathews away from the bartender::

Host FCmathews says:
::follows Anna::

EO_Linard says:
::lets down hair as she enters her quarters:: @*Triton*....not at all......

Host Bartender says:
<SEC> Hayden: one TAC officer...Derek I believe

TAC_Derek says:
SEC:My Name is not that it is Kurthem Mr. Kurthem to you
SO_Triton says:
@*Kathleen*: Great!!

CTOValrek says:
<alpha team> : Find him and restrict him to the ship's brig....I will deal with him later.

Host Bartender says:
::spins Mathews around and locks him in a half nelson

CE_Susman says:
@*SEC*: Ok. Our CTO is taking care of that.

CTOValrek says:
<alpha team> CTO: Aye sir

TAC_Derek says:
*Station*:I need a little help

EO_Linard says:
::stands in bathroom brushing long dark hair until it shines..then decides in a quick shower::

Host FCmathews says:
::motions to Hayden Security in the bar::

CTOValrek says:
::shakes his head::

SO_Triton says:
::exits ship heads towards holo suite coordinator for SB::

CE_Susman says:
@*Valrek*: Errr, Alexander... I've some thing to tell you... One of your commanded are doing havoc.. Could you take care of him?

MO_Cole says:
*Station Security*  Security to the promenade,  You bartender is attacking the FCO from the Hayden.

CIVHebert says:
:: Tries to step in between the Bartender and Matthews

CNS_Kent says:
::sees bartender attack Austin:: Bartender: I'm with him, let him go!

Host Bartender says:
::keeps Mathews between him and SEC::

CTOValrek says:
::starts walking with the woman once more...tells her that he doesn't wish to discuss it::

TAC_Derek says:
<Station>*Derek*:Huh?Oh sorry I am on a mission

SO_Triton says:
<holo guy>: yes sir? what can I program for you?

Host FCmathews says:
::pulls phaser on Bartender:: Do you have any idea who you're messing with?

MO_Cole says:
ALL:  Stop this BOTH OF YOU.

Host Bartender says:
Kent sure sweety as soon as you leave with me

CIVHebert says:
:: Tries to hold Matthews back,::  Take it easy!!

MO_Cole says:
::glares at Bartender and Mathews::

CTOValrek says:
<alpha team> ::finds Derek in custody ::

MO_Cole says:
*Valrek*  Sir we need some help here.

CIVHebert says:
Matthews:  Give me the phaser.

Host Bartender says:
<SEC> Mathews: weapons are not allowed here

CNS_Kent says:
::takes a step back, shakes head:: Bartender: er, no, I don't think so.

Host FCmathews says:
::hands phaser to Mike::

SO_Triton says:
Holo guy: hello I need a dinner program, formal and exotic...

TAC_Derek says:
Alpha:Better not screw around I can walk myself

CIVHebert says:
Matthews:  Thanks   :: powers it down::

CNS_Kent says:
Sec: the bartender started this.

MO_Cole says:
:: tries to intercede between Mathews and the Bartender::

EO_Linard says:
::finishes with shower and dresses....goes to mirror and ties hair up on sides..fusses with it until she's satisfied with the naturally wavy locks::

CIVHebert says:
:: Hands the phaser to the SEC personnel ::

Host Bartender says:
::throws Mathews away:: Mathews you too chicken to take me hand to hand?

CTOValrek says:
<alpha team> ::takes custody of Derek and transports him to the Hayden's brig::

CSO_Gol says:
@Computer: Increase difficulty to level 13.

MO_Cole says:
SEC::  This man ::gestures at Bartender::  is accosting and abusing members of this crew.

TAC_Derek says:
::I need a workstation

SO_Triton says:
<Holo guy>: hmmm ::hands over data pad to Triton:: how is this?

Host FCmathews says:
::gets up, makes sure the bartender can see his pips::

CNS_Kent says:
::surprised:: Austin: ignore him.

Host Bartender says:
::ignores Cole::

CIVHebert says:
Bartender:  BACK OFF NOW! Or we will step in.

CIVHebert says:
:: Looks at the rest of the crew mates around ::

CSO_Gol says:
::gets badly bruised and cut, but continues fighting::

CTOValrek says:
<alpha team> ::strip Derek of all devices ...even his com badge::

SO_Triton says:
::looks at datapad, smiles:: Holo guy: ancient, romantic...its perfect!

MO_Cole says:
:: stands beside Michael blocking off Mathews and Kent::

Host FCmathews says:
Bartender: You start with me, you start with a crew of 200

Host Bartender says:
Hebert: you want some too?

CIVHebert says:
Bartender:  Yea, I'm not Starfleet, Want to take this outside?

TAC_Derek says:
::Has nothing more than his badge::

Host Bartender says:
Mathews: and how many do you think are on this station?

MO_Cole says:
Hebert:  Calm down,  that goes for you too Bartender, This is a Starfleet station and you will conduct yourself accordingly.

Host Bartender says:
Cole: get lost

CTOValrek says:
::walks with the woman to a secluded dance club::

Host Bartender says:
Hebert: if your not SF why are you sticking up for these wimps?

MO_Cole says:
Mathews & Kent:  Just walk away, security is on the way.

Host FCmathews says:
Bartender: SF or your kind?

CSO_Gol says:
::after defeating last warrior decides to go to quarters and get some sleep::

Host FCmathews says:
::slips out bar::

CIVHebert says:
Bartender:  Wimps? Who you calling wimp.

SO_Triton says:
::stands in a prominent area of promenade to wait for Kathleen Linard::

CSO_Gol says:
@Computer: End program.

CE_Susman says:
@ENG. Teams: Well. Three of you will go to deck 4 section 23 to check phasers. Another 6 will go to Deck 4, also, section 17 and 29 to repair the transporter systems of each room. Also the cargo bay and Emergency transporters. Four will go to deck 10 section 33 to 36 to repair the deflector dish. The rest will resupply Deuterium, Anti-Deuterium, and the last 3 will check EPS trunks 2 and 3. That’s all. I'll be monitoring here on the

CNS_Kent says:
::looks at Mike and the MO::  ::follows Austin::

Host Bartender says:
Hebert: these SF wimps...

Host FCmathews says:
::glad he has a willing crew::

MO_Cole says:
*SB SECURITY*  Ens Cole to security:  Priority Situation Promenade section 12. Please respond!

TAC_Derek says:
::Is glad he checked ways to get out of here::

CNS_Kent says:
::stops just outside of bar, trembling::

CIVHebert says:
:: Looks at Cole ::  :: Socks Bartender right in the mouth ::

Host FCmathews says:
Anna: What was that all about?

Host Bartender says:
::falls over decked::

MO_Cole says:
::leaps in between Hebert and cole::

TAC_Derek says:
::Wonders why he is locked up for doing his job::

EO_Linard says:
::exits quarters and heads to starbase to meet Triton Zaldivar::

CE_Susman says:
@:: no one answer :: ok.. Go ahead then. Good work

MO_Cole says:
ACTION 12 SB security officers arrive in bar phaser's drawn::

CTOValrek says:
::dances for several hours with the woman he had just met ::

CIVHebert says:
Bartender:  Wimps?  That's what I thought.  :: Walks out of the bar ::

CNS_Kent says:
::shakes head:: Austin: I have no idea.. I uh.

CSO_Gol says:
::exits holodeck and heads to quarters::

Host Bartender says:
<SEC> Derek: we will need to test you for alcohol...

Ops_Gregg says:
@::after finishing a program he leaves the holodeck::

Host FCmathews says:
::sees sec officers:: Anna: We really started a show

TAC_Derek says:
::Laughs::SEC:O.K. I only had water

CE_Susman says:
:: heads to the bridge ::

CNS_Kent says:
::nods::Austin: yes, I guess we did  ::smiles::

MO_Cole says:
:: explains the situation to SEC ::

SO_Triton says:
::sees Kathleen walking towards him and loses his breath at the sight of her::

Host Bartender says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



